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Purpose
These are guidelines for the consistent, branded expression of IBM Security. They
should be used by anyone responsible for creating content related to the IBM Security
brand and its portfolio of solutions. This document was created as a companion to
The IBM Look guidelines. It is referenced throughout, and can be consulted for further
clarification and detail. As IBM’s brand expression evolves, so will this guidance.
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Purpose
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Brand positioning
The following pages provide a snapshot of the brand strategy for IBM Security. This
includes showcasing the differentiated value we offer to our clients, defining our
unique look and feel within the IBM brand and guidelines for creating content that
communicates the IBM Security brand.
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Brand positioning
Positioning
The positioning provides context for major forces
affecting the industries and markets in which Security
is launched. It articulates IBM’s unique point of view on
the impact to CISO’s within enterprises and showcases
the differentiated value IBM brings to our clients.
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Brand positioning

Context

A New Way to Think About Security

Attackers are more sophisticated and organized
than ever before, and breaches are reported on an
almost daily basis. IBM Security, with 6,000+ security
professionals and threat researchers in more than
133 countries, is helping 10,000+ clients adapt to
security threats with intelligent, integrated solutions.
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Brand positioning
IBM’s point of view on Security
Traditional security defenses are no match for today’s
unrelenting well-funded attackers, while disruptive
technologies introduce new vulnerabilities to exploit.
Organizations must accelerate their ability to limit
new risk and apply intelligence to stop attackers –
regardless of how advanced or persistent they are.
New analytics, innovation and a systematic approach
to security are necessary.

IBM is uniquely qualified to help you secure a new era
of computing with:
Intelligence.
IBM’s enterprise security portfolio, with our expert field
professionals, is unmatched in its ability to provide the
deep analytics needed to ward off the wide range of
threats.
Integration.
IBM’s solutions and services systematically
integrate both new and existing IBM and security
ecosystem capabilities, giving critical visibility, providing
comprehensive controls and reducing complexity.
Expertise.
IBM’s expertise stems from our hands-on
professionals and researchers whose know-how
is built into our products and services, provided
via real-time client feeds and embedded in our
professional engagements.
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Brand positioning
Value proposition

How is IBM Security different?

Intelligent investments: IBM has acquired more than
a dozen companies during the last 15 years to grow its
business across the security domains of people, data,
applications and infrastructure to help clients secure
their most valuable assets. And it is building advanced
analytics and intelligence into its solutions to provide
the security team with real-time visibility across the
enterprise.
An integrated approach: The industry has long
been dominated by niche companies that focused
on specific products, like virus software or firewalls.
But the rising complexity of computing and security
threats is prompting a need for products and services
that span the spectrum of security threats companies
face—from protecting web and mobile applications,
to ensuring that critical data assets are secure, to
safeguarding identity and access. IBM is one of the
few companies with the technology expertise, broad
reach and integrated approach to help organizations
detect, analyze and remediate threats that point
products will often miss.
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Brand positioning

Unparalleled expertise: IBM manages and
monitors 15 billion security events every day for more
than 4,000 clients in 10 Security Operations Centers
(SOCs) around the world. IBM has the world’s largest
security services practice, with more than 6,000
skilled security services professionals who have a
unique handle on the threat landscape. We’ve helped
thousands of clients address the challenges of
securing their people, data, applications and
infrastructure.
IBM also operates one of the world’s broadest
security research and development organizations.
We hold more than 3,000 security patents. Hundreds
of IBM software engineers, researchers and
consultants in 25 security labs around the world
work on security breakthroughs in areas such as
cryptography, high-speed data analytics and identity
intelligence.
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Visual toolkit
The visual toolkit provides usage guidelines for each of the elements in the IBM
Security visual expression. Rendered consistently, these elements provide a coherent
brand experience across all communications, reinforcing the purpose, character
and value of IBM Security.
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security Shield Wordmark

A IBM Security Shield Black.ai

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

The IBM Security shield wordmark serves as the
principal visual reference for our brand.
• Use only supplied artwork for the black (A) and
white (B) versions of the shield wordmark.
• Do not alter, distort, bleed or crop the provided
assets.
• The shield must never stand alone.
• Do not re-create the shield wordmark.
• Do not lock up with any other typographic or
graphic elements such as taglines, messaging
or icons.
• The shield wordmark should only be used in
a horizontal orientation.
• When used in copy, the IBM Security name should
be treated in title case using a space between IBM
and Security.

B IBM Security Shield White.ai

• The IBM Security name should not be abbreviated,
and the use of representative acronyms should be
avoided.
Please reference The IBM Look for additional information
regarding the typeface used.
Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the IBM
Security shield wordmark.
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Visual toolkit
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security Shield Wordmark: Spacing
The IBM Security shield wordmark should always
be made clearly visible: never cropped, obscured
or juxtaposed.
• Make sure the shield wordmark is separated from
other elements by a distance approximately equal
to the length of the “IBM.” This distance is the
minimum uninterrupted space required for the
security shield wordmark to serve its identifying
function.

Separation distance from other elements.

• The shield wordmark should be highly visible
against any background.
• If the shield wordmark is placed over an image,
the background should have a uniform tone and
provide sufficient contrast.
• Do not obscure any portion of the shield
wordmark, or use backgrounds with patterns
or textures that may reduce visibility.

Distance equal to the length of the “IBM.”

Separation distance from other elements.

• Do not apply the shield wordmark to email
signatures, merchandise or other custom
materials without prior approval from the IBM
Security Branding team.
Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the IBM
Security shield wordmark.
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security Shield Wordmark with
tagline

A IBM Security Shield-Tagline Black.ai

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

The IBM Security shield wordmark with tagline serves
as the secondary visual reference for our brand.
• Use only supplied artwork for the black (A) and
white (B) versions of the shield wordmark with
tagline.
• Do not alter, distort, bleed or crop the provided
assets.
• The shield must never stand alone.
• Do not re-create the shield wordmark with tagline.
• Do not lock up with any other typographic or
graphic elements.
• The shield wordmark with tagline should only be
used in a horizontal orientation.

B IBM Security Shield-Tagline White.ai

• When used in copy, the IBM Security name should
be treated in title case using a space between IBM
and Security.
Please reference The IBM Look for additional information
regarding the typeface used.
Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the IBM
Security shield wordmark.
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security Shield Wordmark with
tagline: Spacing
The IBM Security shield wordmark with tagline should
always be made clearly visible: never cropped,
obscured or juxtaposed.
• Make sure the shield wordmark with tagline
is separated from other elements by a distance
approximately equal to the length of the “IBM.”
This distance is the minimum uninterrupted space
required for the shield wordmark with tagline to
serve its identifying function.

Separation distance from other elements.

• The shield wordmark with tagline should be highly
visible against any background.
• If the shield wordmark with tagline is placed over an
image, the background should have a uniform tone
and provide sufficient contrast.
• Do not obscure any portion of the shield wordmark
with tagline, or use backgrounds with patterns or
textures that may reduce visibility.

Distance equal to the length of the “IBM.”

Separation distance from other elements.

• Do not apply the shield wordmark with tagline to
email signatures, merchandise or other custom
materials without prior approval from the IBM S
security Branding team.
Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the IBM
Security shield wordmark.
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security tagline

A Tagline horizontal

The IBM Security tagline conveys our unique approach
to security and why we are a market leader. When size
or other circumstances compromise its legibility the
tagline can be used as a stand-alone element.
• When using the tagline as a stand-alone element,
the shield wordmark and IBM logo must be
included on the same page.

Intelligence. Integration. Expertise.

• The tagline should not be used as a headline.
• The tagline can be set using Helvetica Light,
Helvetica or Arial.
• It is permissible to reverse the tagline on dark
backgrounds.
• Do not lock up with any other typographic or
graphic elements such as taglines, messaging
or icons.

B Tagline vertical

• Use only in a horizontal or vertical orientation
as in example (A) and (B).
• When used in copy, the tagline should use
sentence case and always include periods.
Please reference the IBM Style guidelines document for
additional information regarding IBM naming as well as editorial
style guidelines.
Please reference The IBM Look guidelines document for
additional information regarding the typeface used.

Intelligence.
Integration.
Expertise.

Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the tagline.
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Visual toolkit
IBM logo

A

Download asset from MAM

There is only one IBM logo; however, there are positive
and negative versions with subtle design differences
to ensure legibility in printing.
You can differentiate the two by looking at the “M.”
The positive version has a sharp point in the middle
downstroke. The negative version is blunt—and also
uses slightly thicker bars for better reproduction.
A: Positive image logo, 100% black
B: Negative image logo, knockout white
Please reference The IBM Look guidelines for additional
information regarding this lock-up.
Please refer to the example applications section for proper
usage.
Asset filename
A:

IBM_8bar_black.eps

B:

IBM_8bar_white.eps
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Visual toolkit
Color palette: IBM core
Download asset from MAM

Color is a crucial component of our visual vernacular,
helping to unify the look and feel of all communications.
The IBM core palette comprises a wide spectrum of
colors; IBM Security relies on a defined subset of those
colors to establish its unique presence while nodding
to the broader IBM agenda.
Please reference The IBM Look guidelines for additional
information regarding this the IBM core palette.

YELLOW 1

YELLOW 2

YELLOW 3

YELLOW 4

BLUE 1

BLUE 3

BLUE 5

BLUE 7

PMS 115C
C0 M9 Y80 K0
R255 G255 B79
HEX #FFE14F

PMS 7406C
C0 M18 Y100 K0
R255 G207 B1
HEX #FFCF01

PMS 124C
C0 M30 Y100 K0
R253 G184 B19
HEX #FDB813

PMS 7510C
C5 M32 Y90 K20
R197 G147 B45
HEX #C5932D

PMS 2905C
C44 M1 Y0 K0
R131 G209 B245
HEX #82D1F5

PMS 2995C
C87 M1 Y0 K0
R0 G178 B239
HEX #00B2EF

PMS 301C
C100 M46 Y5 K18
R0 G100 B157
HEX #00649D

PMS 302C
C100 M48 Y15 K50
R0 G66 B102
HEX #004266

ORANGE 1

ORANGE 2

ORANGE 3

ORANGE 4

BLUE 2

BLUE 4

BLUE 6

BLUE 8

PMS 144C
C0 M50 Y95 K2
R241 G144 B39
HEX #F19027

PMS 158C
C0 M62 Y100 K10
R221 G115 B28
HEX #DD731C

PMS 159C
C5 M80 Y100 K23
R184 G71 B27
HEX #B8471B

PMS 181C
C27 M85 Y100 K28
R129 G49 B23
HEX #813117

PMS 306C
C79 M0 Y6 K5
R0 G176 B218
HEX #00B0DA

PMS 640C
C100 M11 Y3 K16
R0 G138 B191
HEX #008ABF

PMS 2955C
C100 M55 Y10 K48
R0 G63 B105
HEX #003F69

PMS 547C
C100 M35 Y8 K88
R0 G25 B52
HEX #001934

RED 1

RED 2

RED 3

RED 4

TEAL 1

TEAL 2

TEAL 3

TEAL 4

PMS 7417C
C0 M85 Y85 K0
R240 G78 B55
HEX #F04E37

PMS 186C
C0 M100 Y88 K9
R217 G24 B45
HEX #D9182D

PMS 187C
C5 M100 Y85 K30
R168 G16 B36
HEX #A91024

PMS 188C
C20 M90 Y80 K45
R126 G35 B34
HEX #7E2322

PMS 326C
C80 M0 Y39 K10
R0 G166 B160
HEX #00A6A0

PMS 7474C
C95 M0 Y45 K40
R0 G118 B112
HEX #007670

PMS 323C
C100 M0 Y50 K55
R0 G96 B88
HEX #006058

PMS 7476C
C100 M0 Y50 K75
R0 G68 B61
HEX #00443D

PINK 1

PINK 2

PINK 3

PINK 4

GREEN 1

GREEN 2

GREEN 3

GREEN 4

PMS 204C
C0 M59 Y5 K0
R243 G137 B175
HEX #F389AF

PMS 219C
C0 M90 Y0 K0
R238 G62 B150
HEX #EE3D96

PMS 227C
C6 M100 Y7 K20
R186 G0 B110
HEX #BA006E

PMS 228C
C7 M100 Y7 K45
R140 G0 B82
HEX #8C0052

PMS 376C
C50 M0 Y100 K0
R140 G198 B63
HEX #8CC63F

PMS 361C
C80 M1 Y100 K0
R23 G175 B75
HEX #17AF4B

PMS 348C
C100 M4 Y87 K18
R0 G138 B82
HEX #008A52

PMS 343C
C100 M4 Y88 K63
R0 G81 B43
HEX #00512B

PURPLE 1

PURPLE 2

PURPLE 3

PURPLE 4

OLIVE 1

OLIVE 2

OLIVE 3

OLIVE 4

PMS 241C
C30 M100 Y0 K5
R171 G26 B134
HEX #AB1A86

PMS 255C
C50 M100 Y0 K15
R127 G28 B125
HEX #7F1C7D

PMS 2627C
C75 M100 Y0 K50
R59 G2 B68
HEX #3B0256

PMS 276C
C75 M100 Y0 K70
R40 G0 B62
HEX #28003E

PMS 583C
C15 M5 Y100 K30
R165 G162 B21
HEX #A5A215

PMS 582C
C40 M27 Y100 K25
R131 G131 B41
HEX #838329

PMS 581C
C40 M40 Y100 K55
R89 G79 B19
HEX #594F13

PMS 449C
C40 M35 Y100 K75
R60 G57 B0
HEX #3C3900

Asset filename
IBM_color_palette_cmyk.ase
IBM_color_palette_pms.ase
IBM_color_palette_rgb.ase
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Visual toolkit
Color palette: IBM Security
The IBM Security palette consists of five primary
colors and three secondary accent colors.
The primary colors should be used in any core element
within the IBM Security expression, including: icons,
illustrations, charts, stats, data visualizations and
accent typography (e.g., pull quotes). Tints of the
primary accents, or colors from the same families
in the IBM core palette, may be used to augment and
add depth to illustrations and charts when appropriate
(e.g., within a gradient).
The secondary accent colors are intended to be
used sparingly and purposefully to support the primary
accent colors. For example, the red may be used to
highlight an important data point within a chart or
as an interface element within digital applications.
These colors are a subset of the IBM core palette.
When combined and applied consistently, these colors
make our brand expression distinctive and immediately
recognizable.
• Use the colors with the values as provided.
Do not modify them in any way.
• Use the color formula, as provided, that is
appropriate for the application medium.

Tints

Primary

Secondary

100%
60%
30%

Please refer to the example applications section for proper
usage.
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BLUE 1

BLUE 3

BLUE 5

BLUE 7

BLUE 8

GREEN 1

ORANGE 1

RED 3

PMS 2905C
C44 M1 Y0 K0
R131 G209 B245
HEX #82D1F5

PMS 2995C
C87 M1 Y0 K0
R0 G178 B239
HEX #00B2EF

PMS 301C
C100 M46 Y5 K18
R0 G100 B157
HEX #00649D

PMS 302C
C100 M48 Y15 K50
R0 G66 B102
HEX #004266

PMS 547C
C100 M35 Y8 K88
R0 G25 B52
HEX #001934

PMS 376C
C50 M0 Y100 K0
R140 G198 B63
HEX #8CC63F

PMS 144C
C0 M50 Y95 K2
R241 G144 B39
HEX #F19027

PMS 187C
C5 M100 Y85 K30
R168 G16 B36
HEX #A91024
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Visual toolkit
Security support graphic

A Security support graphic horizontal

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

We use the Security support graphic when the focus
of our conversation is the IBM Security point of view.
It is reserved for the highest-level use, such as an
op-ad, and should be applied judiciously.
• Use only supplied artwork.
• Do not edit, alter or distort the shapes
or compositions of the provided assets.
• Only apply a single color from the primary accent
palette to pictograms being shown.
Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the Smarter
Security icon.
Asset filename
Security Support Graphic Orange H.ai

B Security support graphic vertical

Security Support Graphic Orange V.ai
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Visual toolkit
IBM X-Force icon

X-Force Shield Icon.ai

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

The IBM X-Force icon serves as the single visual
identifier for the X-Force brand which includes content,
publications and offerings.
• Use only supplied artwork.
• Do not alter, distort, bleed or crop the provided
assets.
• The X in the shield must always remain white.
• Do not re-create the shield or X.
• Do not lock up with any other typographic or
graphic elements such as the X-Force wordmark,
taglines, messaging, or icons.
• The IBM X-Force icon should be used in products
and presentations.
• The IBM X-Force name and brand is only to be
used in relation to security research, its related
support functions, and threat intelligence products
and services at IBM Security.

X-Force icons not to be used

• Requests to use the IBM X-Force name and brand
for products, services, and job titles and qualifiers
must be approved by the designated IBM X-Force
marketing representative and/or IBM X-Force
executive sponsors.
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Visual toolkit
IBM X-Force typeset

X-Force Typeset.ai

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

The formal name “IBM X-Force Research” may be
abbreviated to “IBM X-Force” after first use. The use of
representative acronyms should be avoided externally.
• Supplied artwork should be used.
• When IBM X-Force appears in copy a hypan should
always appear between the X and the Force.
• The shield should not be use in place of the “X”
in IBM X-Force.
• Do not alter, distort, bleed or crop the provided
assets.
• Do not lock up with any other typographic or
graphic elements such as taglines, messaging
or icons.
• The following qualifiers may be used to indicate
a focus area after “IBM X-Force” and before
“Research”, such as “IBM X-Force Malware
Research” (on 1st use) or “IBM X-Force Malware”
(on 2nd use):
– Vulnerability
– Malware
– Threat
– Mobile
– Trends
– Ethical Hacking
Please contact the designated IBM X-Force marketing
representative to discuss additional qualifiers.
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security imperative pictograms

Four core custom imperative icons

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

A set of custom pictograms has been created to
represent the four client imperatives, which each
address a key security challenge our clients face. The
full set of blue pictograms is reserved for high-level use,
in which the imperatives are featured as a group, and
not separated into further detail by imperative. The set
of orange, red, green and blue pictograms should be
used when providing detail about an imperative and
to differentiate between them.
• Use only supplied artwork.
• Do not edit, alter or distort the shapes or
compositions of the provided assets.
• Only apply a single color from the primary accent
palette to pictograms being shown.

Optimize your security program

Stop advanced threats

Protect critical assets

Safeguard cloud and mobile

ORANGE 1

RED 3

GREEN 1

BLUE 3

Client imperative graphics defined

Imperative icons represents the imperative
solution at its highest level of abstraction.
Can also be used on its own as a navigational
element.

The blue imperative concept illustrations are
visual abstractions of the solution imperatives.
Must stay together as one graphical element.

Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the IBM
Security Imperative pictograms.
Asset filename
4 Imperative Content.zip

The gray imperative input ring roots
the hexagon design elements within a
four-prong context. Can be cropped
as shown.
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The gray chevron arrows help convey
multi-faceted flow of information (intelligence,
integration, and expertise).

The Navigation tickers are unifying
design elements used to aid in
visual navigation through the four
imperatives.
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Visual toolkit
IBM Security capability icons

Eight core capability icons

Download asset from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

A set of capability icons has been created to represent
the eight core product and service areas within the
IBM Security portfolio.
Icons can stand alone or be placed within a shaped
enclosure—preferably a hexagon. If a shape is used,
the icon should be placed in the center of that shape.

Strategy, Risk and Compliance

Cybersecurity Assessment and Response

Security Intelligence and Operations

Identity and Access
Management

Data Security

• Use only supplied artwork.
• Do not edit, alter or distort the shapes or
compositions of the provided assets.
• Only apply a single color from the IBM Security
color palette.
Please refer to the example applications section in this
document to view examples of correct usage of the IBM
Security capability icon.

Advanced Fraud Protection

Asset filename
Security Capability Icons.zip

Application Security

21 Visual toolkit

Network, Mobile and Endpoint
Protection

Sample of an icon placed in a hexagon
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Approved templates
The following are IBM-approved templates for presentations and collateral. Presentation
templates are available at https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding.
These templates show how to correctly apply the design elements in the IBM Security
visual toolkit.
Font usage follows the IBM Collateral and IBM Global Fonts guidelines, but fonts
are not provided with the following templates for licensing reasons. Please reference
the aforementioned documents for more detailed guidance on the collateral system
and typography.

IBM Security: Expression Guidelines
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Approved templates
Presentations: Standard template

Download templates from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

Purpose: Presentations are a primary vehicle
for communicating the IBM Security point of view.
This template can be used for sales, executive
presentations and internal communications.
Guidance: Ensure that there is ample white space
on each page; inserting too much content hinders the
clarity of your message. Use speaker notes whenever
possible, and keep the primary points clear, concise
and within an appropriate and easy-to-follow hierarchy.
Use secondary accent colors as a supporting
visual— e.g., for type and infographics—to establish
a consistent IBM Security presence.
• Do not use the IBM Security Shield icon
as a pictogram.

Security Presentation Template
Widescreen format
Presenters Name
Title
IBM Security
June 24, 2015

• Do not alter the cover page artwork.
• Do not recreate the header or footer.
• Use only the type style and weights provided
in the template.
Asset filename
IBMSecurityTemplate_PowerPoint.zip

23 Approved templates

The template is available in two aspect ratios: widescreen (16:10) and standard-size (4:3).
For presentations that will be viewed on newer screens, the widescreen (16:10) format looks
best. For this reason, widescreen is the default template moving forward for both internal
and external presentations. Older projectors are optimized for 4:3 layout. Either format will
work on any screen, with the automatic addition of “black bars” if the screen has a different
layout. Presenting with these black bars is preferable to awkwardly stretching the images.
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Example applications
The following examples demonstrate how to apply the IBM Security visual expression.
These applications are for illustrative purposes only and are meant to provide general
guidance for using the design elements in the IBM Security visual toolkit. Specific
applications may differ from the examples provided, as long as the visual toolkit
guidelines are followed in all cases.

IBM Security: Expression Guidelines
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Example applications
Email signature

Create signature from https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

Create your personal IBM Security email signature
by following the steps in Part 1 and Part 2.
Refer to the Tip Sheet for customization options
and answers to frequently asked questions.

Part 1:

Part 2:

Use the instructions below to create your customized
IBM Security email signature:

Once the email signature file is created and saved,
follow these steps to replace your existing Notes
signature:

• Go to Email Signature Generator
• Complete preferred fields under each tab
• Under the “Logo” tab, uncheck “Company /
Organization Logo”
Hi Robert,
Et eicil eos estectur, sitions ereictum quam conemodiam volupt aturi
ut perovid aut expliquam fugias consequid millam dolo magnihitia
doluptae sae vellam fugias et labo.
Neque perciendam, quam, ipsum fugiant, corem qui dolorrore,
coribus.
Thank you,

Mark A. Johnson
WW Sales Lead

25 Example applications

• Under the “Customize Logo” tab, check “Other
Customize Logo” and select the IBM Security logo
• Click “Download” and follow the set-up instructions
• Your “email-signature.html” file may automatically
save to your Computer > Local Disk (C:) > Users >
your User ID > Downloads folder
• Move the downloaded “email-signature.html” file
to your Computer > Local Disk (C:) > Notes > Data
folder

• Go to your Lotus Notes > More > Preferences >
Signature
• Make sure “HTML or Image File” is selected under
“Type of signature:”
• Scroll to the bottom and click “Browse” next to
“HTML or Image File”
• Go to the place you saved “email-signature.html”
(Computer > Local Disk (C:) > Notes > Data folder)
• Make sure “HTML” is selected for “Files of type:”
• Select “email-signature.html > Open > OK
Note: When you first use your signature, the IBM Security
image may not display. In this case, click on the image and
cross certify to confirm that it is secure.
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Example applications
Email headers and templates

Three sample email headers and templates

Download examples at https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

Purpose: Email is a primary vehicle for providing
information and promoting insights and opportunities
with IBM Security team members and customers. It’s
important to have a clear, brand-specific banner to
delineate that the email is coming from IBM Security.
General guidance: Ensure that an approved IBM
Security shield wordmark is used in the email banner.
Any color from the IBM Security palette can be used
in the graphic elements including headers, footers and
email body images. The primary IBM Security support
graphics can also be used to add visual interest.
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Example applications
Event graphics

Two sample event banners

Download examples at https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

Purpose: Banners and signage are used to aid in
navigation and to help extend IBM Security visual
expression throughout physical spaces.
Guidance: The main visual element for event
applications should be the IBM Security shield
wordmark. Materials should leverage the IBM
Security support graphics varying the visual interest
by changing the scale, positioning or crop in a variety
of ways.
• The IBM Security shield wordmark should also
be present, with the IBM eight-bar logo.
• If the event name contains the market conditioning
name, exclude the wordmark. If it does not, use the
IBM Security shield wordmark in conjunction with
the event name.
• If space allows the IBM Security tagline should
be used.
• Colors from the IBM Security palette should
be used.

A New Way to Think
About Security

A New Way to Think
About Security
IBM Security Framework

Stop advanced threats
Use analytics and insights for
smarter and more integrated
defense
Protect critical assets
Use context-aware controls
to prevent unauthorized access
and data loss
Safeguard cloud and mobile
Use IT transformation to build
a new, stronger security posture
Optimize your security program
Use experts to modernize security,
reduce complexity, and lower
costs

One of the world’s broadest, most
advanced and integrated portfolios
IBM Security Portfolio
Strategy, Risk and Compliance

Cybersecurity Assessment
and Response
Security Intelligence
and Operations

Advanced Fraud
Protection

Identity and Access
Management

Data Security

Application Security
Network, Mobile
and Endpoint Protection

Advanced Threat and Security Research
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Example applications
Social media

IBM Security Twitter page

Download examples at https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

Purpose: Social media websites serve as a portal for
real-time updates on news and events pertaining to
IBM Security and the customer engagement realm,
and helps make IBM’s point of view shareable.
General guidance: The templates used by social
media websites dictate the location and usage of
many visual elements. To best represent the IBM
Security brand, be sure to adhere to the elementspecific guidance presented earlier in this document
while giving careful consideration to how they are
working in concert on the page.
The use of images within a social media website can
increase customer attention and response. Simple
clean graphic element with a short message are
recommended. Always add a customer response.

Only

1 out of 100
security compromises
are ever detected

Learn more

Sample imperative social tile
IBM Security: Expression Guidelines

How strong is your user
access management
policy?

Find out

Reduce staffing costs
by simplifying security
surveillance

Learn how

Sample client reference social tiles
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Example applications
Print collateral

Sample one page flyer

Download examples at https://ibm.biz/IBMSecurityBranding

Purpose: Print collateral is used to support the sale
of a product or service. Collateral can vary in size,
length and level of information. It is meant to articulate
an IBM value proposition and highlights associated
products and services. More detailed specifications
can be found in the IBM Collateral guidelines.
Guidance: Collateral templates are available online
and include built-in guidance for document creation.

Sample pages
of a brochure
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